An improved algorithm for analytical gradient evaluation in resolution-of-the-identity second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory: application to alanine tetrapeptide conformational analysis.
We present a new algorithm for analytical gradient evaluation in resolution-of-the-identity second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (RI-MP2) and thoroughly assess its computational performance and chemical accuracy. This algorithm addresses the potential I/O bottlenecks associated with disk-based storage and access of the RI-MP2 t-amplitudes by utilizing a semi-direct batching approach and yields computational speed-ups of approximately 2-3 over the best conventional MP2 analytical gradient algorithms. In addition, we attempt to provide a straightforward guide to performing reliable and cost-efficient geometry optimizations at the RI-MP2 level of theory. By computing relative atomization energies for the G3/99 set and optimizing a test set of 136 equilibrium molecular structures, we demonstrate that satisfactory relative accuracy and significant computational savings can be obtained using Pople-style atomic orbital basis sets with the existing auxiliary basis expansions for RI-MP2 computations. We also show that RI-MP2 geometry optimizations reproduce molecular equilibrium structures with no significant deviations (>0.1 pm) from the predictions of conventional MP2 theory. As a chemical application, we computed the extended-globular conformational energy gap in alanine tetrapeptide at the extrapolated RI-MP2/cc-pV(TQ)Z level as 2.884, 4.414, and 4.994 kcal/mol for structures optimized using the HF, DFT (B3LYP), and RI-MP2 methodologies and the cc-pVTZ basis set, respectively. These marked energetic discrepancies originate from differential intramolecular hydrogen bonding present in the globular conformation optimized at these levels of theory and clearly demonstrate the importance of long-range correlation effects in polypeptide conformational analysis.